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Small group takes EV plunge as others stand back amid uncertain economics
Thankfully, the popularity of utility vehicles means there are plenty of good
choices on the used vehicle market. The Kona is a bit on the small side, even
judged against some of its popular rivals in ...
Neste opens new renewable diesel fueling
stations in Southern California
As a result, IHS Markit believes that the
'range anxiety' problem will be solved by 2030
... including operations that support its
popular diesel engine commercial vans. Early
moves: Honda's ...
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West Virginia factory is center stage in supply chain
crisis, showing economy’s strains
Now landing The mid-life update of the Audi Q2 premium
small SUV is now entering showrooms. Audi’s number-
five seller in Australia in 2020, the Q2 first launched here
in 2017 in two turbo-petrol and ...
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Lack of headroom Cramped backseat Hard-to-reach switches and climate
controls No height-adjustable driver's seat Poor gas mileage (V-6) Are you
looking for more listings? Change location Please ...
2021 Toyota HiLux Rogue Review
The original 200 Series released here in 2007 was not without its
problems. In fact, in a most un-Toyota ... of the turbo-diesel V8 that
placed some of the electronics in the engine bay also ...
Toyota LandCruiser 200-Series used car review
When Kia first launched the Sorento, we wished it had an
electrified powertrain. And now it does, but is it everything we
hoped for?
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Toyota LandCruiser Sahara Diesel: Outback road test
With locations in Lakeside and West Sacramento, the company aims to
establish a ‘green fuel hub’ located near major commercial freight routes,
accommodating fleet vehicles of all sizes.
Which of the Toyota LandCruiser is the most best?
At this point, the story of the new Supra is well-documented: BMW
platform, BMW engine, designed to be the Toyota-badged counterpart ...
This would have been less of a problem if the steering ...
Road test review: Kia Sorento Premium PHEV
International borders are closed for the foreseeable future and Aussies are
choosing to explore their own backyard. But if you want to tow a caravan
around Australia having the right vehicle is ...
2021 Toyota Supra Review: A Former A70 Owner Wonders Who This
Is For, Anyway
The sixth generation of the Subaru Outback, a wagon cum SUV, has raised
the bar with cabin finishes and ride quality ...
Piston Slap: Diesel soot drama, except with modern gasoline engines?
The HiLux is as tough as they come with a proven reputation, but it isn't the
most refined ute in the segment.

Extreme E: the future of racing or a total greenwash?
The 42-year-old logistics manager is smack in the middle of a
global supply chain crisis that reaches from factories in Europe to
giant cargo ships anchored off the Atlantic coast, all the way to
this ...
Toyota Land Cruiser 2003
The current 200-Series LandCruiser is the most expensive to ever wear
the nameplate, and for our test we opted for the flagship Sahara model,
complete with the turbo diesel V8 engine more than 90 ...
Familiar family machine that now has improved etiquette
At that point, the only diesel engine offered was the twin-turbo V8 diesel.
Early examples of this engine gave some problems, but Toyota made running

changes to improve that and the V8 Diesel is now ...
Car Doctor: Gauges don't engage when car starts
When I start the car, no gauges turn on. When I then turn the key to
accessory and remove fuse number 24 (marked ECU-B-10 A) and then
put the fuse back in and start the car, all the gauges work. After ...
Best Used SUV buys for $15,000 | Used Vehicle Spotlight
As perilous as it looks, the 30-metre descent isn’t the problem.
It’s what happens when the car, a 550bhp pure-electric Dakar-
style beast, gets out of shape over the sand. Even the silkiest
drivers ...
Audi Q2 2021 Review
I don’t understand why gasoline cars in Europe need a particulate filter. I
understand diesels generate a lot of particulates. I have never previously
heard of of concerns with gasoline particulates.
Which is the best not too big SUV to tow a caravan?
These include engine, transmission, model, and options chosen.
Always check with the manufacturer or in your vehicles handbook
before attempting to tow anything. Toyota Land Cruiser Model Body
Type ...
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